
Gemini
Available in over 40 languages to 
educators and students aged 18+

Uses the foundational Gemini 
1.0 Pro model

Gemini 
Education

Unlock Gemini AI in Gmail, Docs, 
Slides, Sheets and Meet

Enterprise-grade data protection 
means your data is never shared 
or used to train AI models

Powered by Gemini 1.0 Ultra � 
The first model to outperform 
human experts on multiple tasks!

Multimodal capabilities unlocks 
generative AI for text, images, 
video, sound and code

Gemini 
Education 
Premium

Everything in Gemini Education, 
plus:

Advanced meetings with Gemini 
in Meet (attend meetings and take 
notes and minutes on your behalf)

More proactive security with AI- 
enhanced data loss prevention

Full access to Google�s 
generative AI capabilities

AI may be the current buzzword, but it really does mark a paradigm shift in the way we all use 

technology. The rate of change can seem daunting at times and it can feel like too much effort to 

learn about AI on top of being a teacher, but for students to leave school well-prepared for careers 

in the 21st century, it's important that educators can speak the language of a modern classroom.

Google's release of Gemini Education features deep integrations with Google Workspace, so if your 

school uses Gmail, Docs, Sheets, Slides or Meet then your generative AI journey is about to get even more 

interesting. As the #1 Google Premier Partner for Education in the UK, our new Trailblazers programme has 

been created to help you master Gemini in your classroom while speaking your language.

Beta Test � £200

✦ 2-month paid trial of Gemini Education
(up to 5 users)

✦ Online kick-off event to help you hit the ground 
running (held at the start of each month)

✦ Weekly ‘office hours’ sessions for guidance and 
to learn new tricks from your peers

✦ Free, unique and useful content so you can 
get more out of genAI than you expected

Trailblazers � Enquire now

✦ 12-month Gemini Education or or Gemini Education 
Premium enablement programme (min. 30 users)

✦ Hosted Transformational Planning Workshop to 
outline your AI goals and success

✦ On-site kickoff event with a Gemini Workspace 
masterclass for each user

✦ Your voice in a growing community of early 
adopter UK schools

£16.80/user/month, 

one-year commitment

£20.16/user/month, 

monthly plan

Test Gemini's chat 

features for free at 

gemini.google.com

£25.20/user/month, 

one-year commitment

£30.24/user/month, 

monthly plan

Try out some of our 
favourite prompts 

over the page!



Teachers

�Generate a creative lesson plan for a [topic] unit for UK 
[Key Stage level] students that incorporates [medium] 
and caters to different learning styles�

�Create a rubric for assessing student homework on 
[topic] based on the following learning objectives:
(list objectives)�

�Find and summarise 5 reputable online resources 
suitable for student research on [topic] that are visually 
appealing and age-appropriate for children aged 
[age range]�

�Develop a 10-question multiple choice quiz using best 
practices, covering the key concepts of [topic] for UK 
[Key Stage level]�

�Suggest differentiated learning activities using 
technology that cater to students with various learning 
styles in my [subject] class on [topic]�

�Brainstorm ideas for a cross-curricular project that 
covers topics in the UK National Curriculum for 
[Key Stage level] in [subject 1] and [subject 2]�

�Research fun ways to gamify lessons in [subject] for 
students aged [age group] and develop an example 
assessment rubric�

�Create an itinerary for a school trip to [location], 
highlighting topics related to [subject] in the 
[Key Stage level] curriculum�

�Develop a list of open-ended and thought- provoking 
questions to facilitate a Socratic Seminar that 
encourages student-led discussion and critical analysis 
of different topics in [Key Stage level] [subject]�

�Design a simple self-assessment checklist for students 
in [year group] to evaluate their progress and 
understanding of the following topics:�

Learning Support Staff
�Personalise a learning activity for a student aged 
[age] with [student�s specific needs] that teaches 
[topic] and supports [skill] development�

�Suggest alternative assessment methods other 
than traditional tests using Google Workspace to 
evaluate a student�s understanding of [topic] with 
[learning difficulty]�

�Rewrite the instructions for a worksheet (or any 
subject matter) into more simple, step-by-step 
instructions with visuals for a student with 
[learning difficulty]

“Develop a customised word list with definitions and 
synonyms related to [topic] to help a student aged 
[age] with [learning difficulty] improve their 
vocabulary comprehension�

Admin/OfÏce Staff
�Help me write an engaging email newsletter to 
parents of children at our school celebrating the 
following successes this term: (list successes)�

�Analyse the following historical data on school 
events and holidays in [country] to identify potential 
conflicts or suggest improvements for smoother 
scheduling in the upcoming year�

�Research and summarise current regulations 
regarding data protection and student privacy in the 
school environment. Generate a short and clear 
information sheet for parents�

�Create a list of FAQs and tips for parents, with 
answers to support a reassuring and happy 
experience for their child’s first week at school”

Senior Leadership Team

�Generate a list of creative and engaging icebreaker 
activities suitable for staff meetings or professional 
development sessions to promote team building 
and collaboration�

�Develop a framework for comparing new initiatives 
proposed by the SLT that considers factors like 
alignment with school vision, resource availability, 
potential impact on student learning and feasibility 
of implementation�

�Research and summarise effective strategies used 
by other schools that have achieved success in 
[goal] and identify key practices that our school can 
implement�

�Create a poem consisting of two stanzas about our 
school [school name] and how we strive to towards 
our goals to [school goals]�
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